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Abstract: Software testing is a field to insure that delivery of
any software or application in android is error free. Education
program in Software Engineering aims at imparting skills among
the students that focus upon meeting the expectations of the
fluctuating needs of the industry. It has always been a worry about
the skills and knowledge becoming outdated in a flash. The
current article focuses the results and draws on experiences from
improving the quality of a computer game after testing process
using Genetic Algorithm. The quality of Gamming Apps can
improve some areas of an individual like learning ability, problem
solving, and sovereign learning and learn by doing. In order to
better understand this research authors applied this change to 100
students which shows that they are good learner compare to
others. The improved quality of the gamming also give the
confidence to the parents that their child will learn in efficient
manner.
Keywords: Gaming Apps, Testing, Unit Testing, Genetic
Algorithm, Quality Checking

I. INTRODUCTION
An environment of mobility symbolized by Mobile devices
along with the Apps running on such devices has grown like
anything in the passing years [1]. Summarizes the need of the
special attention by the Developers for the Mobile Apps [24].
The important problems have led to an increase of the present
circumstances of the utilization of the mobile applications
and to the development of the mobile applications in future
[22]. The document is structured as: Section massive growth
of the production of mobile devices is due to the quick
growth of the mobile devices. There has been also an
evolution of the sales in the last 20 years. In the section at
present at international level there are presented models of
utilization of mobile applications at international level. A
number and different types of more used applications come
from the on-line businesses. In the section there are presented
the trends of utilization and the development in the
applications of mobile telephony for the future trends of
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utilization and the development of mobile applications on the
grounds of the demands of the users and within the bounds of
the restrictions imposed by the mobile devices project of
development of mobile applications [23], the management of
the quality of the process of development in the mobile
environment are checked by tools of guarantee of the quality.
Also the factors that influence the quality of the management
in projects of development of mobile applications are
presented. The document ends with the section Conclusion.
II. THE RESION FOR THE ACCELERATED
GROWTH OF MOBILE DEVICE USAGE
The first cell-phone has been thrown in 1973 in model
Motorola, Motorola DynaTAC. In the 90s they have become
disposable to the public and their diffusion has begun. In the
last years the production of mobile devices has had an
explosive growth. In [2] there is presented the evolution of
the sales of cell-phones in the period 1992-2012. The
competition and the diffuse use have increased do not be in
other electric devices or technical productions in the
cell-phones production 20 years.
III. QUALITY ASSURANCE TOOLS IN MOBILE
APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
The process of development of the software is not a
repetitive enterprise [3]. Each realized software presents
different characteristics ensuing from the way in which it has
been planned, the way in which the code has been written and
commented, the way in which the tests have been led or the
used development methodology. The models of quality and
the pertinent standards can be reached through the assurance
of the quality that cannot be organized and implementation to
the same way of the lines of production, repeating the same
process. The principal objective of the assurance of the
quality in the development of the software is turned to the
development and not to the production [3, 15, 17]. In
succession there are brought back some problems that are
faced by the guarantee of the quality in the mobile
application: • quality of the management • quality of the
development • quality of the tests.
IV. MANAGEMENT QUALITY
All the factors involved need to be thoroughly analyzed for
the proper quality. The management process of mobile
application development is been influenced by:
• owner
• end-user
• project team
• legal framework
• competition
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• previous experience
• market
• budget
• deadlines
In Figure 1 it is shown how various factors influence the
quality of management in a mobile application development
project.

improvement, methods of optimization and innovative ideas.
I am the perfect example of synergy in which the
collaborative work will guarantee turned out to be
significantly faster than the individual work. The efforts of
the member of the team should be aligned to the objective of
the project in the way of being able to obtain the best possible
quality [6].
D. Legal framework
It is composed out of all the laws to which the project is
subject to. The quality of the project is influenced negatively
when it is led in a coercive environment. They change
constantly the way in which the developers supply and create
applications. The legislation influences the way, in which the
software is used, developed supplemented, reutilized and
distributed [7]. The management process can be damaged at
an excessive bureaucracy since the efforts of the responsible
person of the project concentrate on the legal formalities and
less on the general quality of the project.

Fig. 1. Management process quality
A. Owner
The Project is initiated, financed, benefited by the owner.
There should not be any confusion between the owner and the
project manager as they are different entities even when
developing an internal project [4]. The quality of the project
management can be adversely affected by the owner by
giving confusions or incomplete specifications. This can lead
to plot unsuitable work scenarios and inaccurate project
planning. In the detailed bills of the initial project the
frequent modifications are brought by the owner, causing
delays in the tension development and dissatisfied in the team
of the project that additional costs create also. This can have a
negative impact on the quality of the project ignoring or
delaying the payments or without supplying adequate
resources. The development can be blocked temporarily in
case of delays and can involve also additional costs.
B. End-user
It is the persons who use the applications on their mobile
devices. They supply the pertinent feedback and influence
positively the quality of the management of a development of
mobile applications. If the pertinent feedback relative to the
application has positive result, it is possible to correct some
wishes during the phase of planning or development. Based
on the reviews, the manager can modify the detailed invoices
and guide all the development efforts towards the pertinent
functionality. There have become significant strength points
in the field of the present programming. As asserted in [5],
they are developing the own applications, generally the staff.
The applications can supply important information about for
what the end users ask really to the mobile software.
C. Project team
It is composed by the persons who are actively involved in
the project: project manager, planners, tester, graphs and
analysts of the usability. The members of the team of project
have a positive impact on the quality of the project and of the
process of management when they formulate proposals of
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E. Competition
It consists in mobile applications that aim at the same
objective, same public and applications with similar
functionality that are necessary to be developed. On the
management process it has a positive impact in returning
public the data and the reliable information about the mobile
applications previously you throw. In this scenery, the errors
committed by the competitors can be avoided at the project
manager and obtain to their results.
F. Previous experience
Projects that are conducted or on which implementation
have been done by the manager come under this. Supplying
answers when manager was meeting common or similar
elements from the project with the help of the experience in
this field, we can have a positive impact on the quality of the
process of management [16]. The mobile application that
must be developed at the project manager must be developed
when the manager applies all his knowledge and past
experiences.
G. Market
It is the development of mobile applications of the
harvesting that defines the elements of the environment. The
process of quality of the management is influenced by the
increase of the technology that is changing, the speed with
which the mobile terminals are thrown and the diversity of
the technical characteristics. To adapt to the short cycle of the
software, the project manager must know the last
technologies on the market. Such applications must be
developed at low price and on times extremely limit, often
sacrificing the quality.
H. Budget
It consists in all the financial resources and in the material
picked up to develop and to carry the project out. During the
development of a mobile application, the project manager
must take the budget tie into account. The quality of the
management must not be influenced at the budget of the
project.
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The just budget will increase the total quality of the
process of management supplying the access for several tools
to which it is possible to enter only paying a commission.
Such tools are: • software of management of the projects:
Microsoft Project, Spring Project Management; • software of
management of the risks: @Risk, Active Risk Manager; •
software of assignation of the activities and of progress:
Pivotal Tracker.
I. Deadlines
It is the important constraint for the project managers and
is often associated with milestones. For a project it is the
principal points of reference that mark the end of a phase of
planning, development or test. Passages and mile stones are
payments strictly allies made by the owner of the project. The
delays in the payments and the penalties are due to delays in
the delivery of the question. The principal stress factor for the
project manager and the members of the team he is Deadline.
Often it can inhibit the creativity and the innovation. The
deadlines help the team to concentrate on important tasks and
mobilize the persons when the project is in a difficult
situation.
Table-I: Influencing factors of project management
FACTORS
Owner

POSITVE
*

NEGATIVE
-confusing or
incomplete
specifications
-change specifications
-late payment

End User
Project Team

-feedback
-improvement
proposals
*

*
*

Legal Framework
Competition
Previous Experience

-provides data and
information
-source of inspiration
-knowledge and
experience transfer

Market

Budget
Deadlines

-increase productivity

-excessive
bureaucracy
*
*

-rapid technological
change
-applications with
short life cycle
-Management
software tools
-inhibit creativity

The field of the development of mobile applications is an
area that has earned recently a reputation [18, 19] and then it
you is a relative lack of standard of quality in the sector.
Each unity of development is an entity composed by two
parts: the planner and the environment of development. The
development environment can be held locally on the
computer of the planner or on-line on a server of
development shared with other developers.
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Fig. 2.The quality of mobile application development
process
This application will run by production environment. The test
environment must be the exact copy of the environment of
production. We check Ud as the whole of the unities of
development [16]:
Ud = {ud1, ud2, ud3,…. udk…udmk}
Where:
udk – is the development unit k in a mobile application
development project
nu – is the total number of development units.
Consider Ak as the set of updates performed by a
programmer:
Ak = {ak1, ak2, ak3… aki…aknk}
aki – is the update i performed by development unit k.
nk – is the number of updates performed by development unit
k.
Consider Ik as the set of source code uploads performed by a
programmer
Ik = {ik1, ik2, ik3 …ikj …ikmk}
Where:
ikj – is the upload j performed by development unit k.
mk – is the total number of uploads performed by
development unit k.
Under ideal conditions updates and uploads performed by
development unit k must comply with the following rule
(1)
The programmer before starting work on a task downloads
the most recent version of the source code to represent the
development unit k. Besides, for each completed activity a
single loading will be carried out. In conditions of
environment of real development, the loading and the
updating carried out by the unity of development k are
conformable to the next rule:
(2)
The programmer before starting work on a task downloads
the most recent version of the source code to represent the
development unit k. Multiple uploads will be done after every
completion of task. The quality of the mobile applications is
strongly correlated to the degree of innovation that it
incorporates. The innovative projects are those that define the
standards and the most elevated quality standards are
translated in more reliable and economic software.
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V. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF
COMPUTER GAMES
Exercises in games or the inspired games have been used
in have been used in programming courses for a while [8, 9,
10, 11]. Using games in SEE has a lot reasons itself. First, it
has the ability to motivate learners. According to Sindre et al,
these exercises motivate students at ease and are more fun.
Ferrari, Taylor and Van Lehn (1999) [12], stated that lessons
learned from games make it memorable. Because the students
are considered to be the end users for games, they can
differentiate user-interface approaches among various games
that they have experienced in past several years. This
elevated experience degree increases the quality of these
programs in terms of usability [13]. Besides, the games are
justified by the students to be worked continuously and to
improve their abilities. The students can keep on using and
improve their products after the deadline, while the greatest
part of other programs of exercises is delivered and then been
forgotten by them [13]. The visualization is an essential tool
in SEE, since it is used in the design, creation and
interpretation of the knowledge. The games for computer
allow to the students to meet techniques of visualization and
of worry in formats with growing difficulty levels, and the
games challenge the students to develop a level more
advanced of comprehension. All kind of topics are covered in
SE curriculum that one wants [14].
VI. GENETIC ALGORITHM
The idea of the genetic algorithm has been developed in
1975 in Holland at the book "Adaptation to the natural and
artificial systems". Holland has described how to apply the
algorithms to the natural evolution to the optimization
problems and has created the first genetic algorithms [25]. To
solve the problems of research and optimization, Holland has
developed later on his theory and has found the genetic
algorithms (GA) as a powerful tool. On the beginning of the
genetics and of the evolution genetic algorithms are based.
"Survival of the fittest" is the theme on which the heuristic
method is based. The problem of the optimization is solved
by the genetic algorithm that is an evaluative algorithm [20,
21]. With GA we find approximate solutions of the problems
of optimization. The possible solutions of the population are
managed by him. The representation of each solution
happens through a chromosome, which is an abstract
representation. The genetic algorithm turns on one to make
evolving the population in the iteration process. The next
passages are involved in each iteration:
(i) Initialize population;
(ii) Evaluate population;
(iii) While Termination Criteria Not Satisfied
(iv) Then select parents for reproduction;
(v) Perform recombination and mutation;
(vi) Evaluate population; [20, 21]
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Fig. 3. Genetic Algorithm
VII. PROPOSED METHOD
In this a scenario is developed for the player and then
tested with GA for improvement of quality.

Fig. 4. Players Scenario with response storage and QA
with GA
To create or update the game scenarios we use Scenario
Builder which is an offline tool. In server-side database
scenarios are stored.
• Postgame Analysis is another utility offline that allows
us to supply data to the facilitator on the performances of the
team. It will supply also the impact with the game and will
produce longitudinal analyses with the help of the data.
• There are four sub main systems of the Game server:
• The response stored allows each player to be in touch
with each other and further their responses are also stored.
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• The Visualization/User Interface manages what the
players can see on the screen and what they can do.
• The company model, which it carries out either the
general commercial rules or the specific commercial rules
referred to each scenery.
• The Game AI, which executes Payers automatically.
The main work of tester is to generate the test cases and
refine these cases with the help of genetic algorithm to
improve system quality.
VIII. RESULT ANALYSIS
When GA with longitudinal analysis and visualization is
applied on data set 1, the different users were visualized as
shown in figure 5 and for data set 2 it is clear shown in figure
6.

Fig. 5. GA with Longitudinal Analysis

Fig. 6. GA with Visualizaiton users
IX. CONCLUSION
In this document, we have examined the preceding
approaches to the application of the learning based on the
games to the engineering of the software and have found a
significant want of empiric research to support of this
approach. The engineering of the software has been described
like a "wicked problem" characterized by incomplete,
contradictory and changeable requirements and solutions that
often are difficult to be recognized like them because of
complex interdependences. Other questions that complicate
the teaching of the engineering of the software are that the
development of the software is not linear, it implies different
passages intermediate and choices between more practicable
alternatives, can present dramatic effects with invisible
causes and it involves more stakeholder. At last, we have
described the design of a new application of learning based
on games turned to improve the quality of the student and the
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game apps. The authors think that the evaluation is the key of
the whole process of development and have adopted and
applied operations of genetic basic algorithms to generate
new cases of test. These cases of test are applied to the system
so that it could improve the quality it.
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